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The authors report the simple and easy method to fabricate transition-metal–carbon nanotube hybrid
materials through nitrogen mediation. Ni nanoparticles were uniformly dispersed on carbon
nanotubes without any pretreatment such as defect activation by strong acids or covalent
functionalization processes. A theoretical study of the nitrogen-mediated mechanism using
first-principles density functional theory calculations is also presented. The first-principles
calculations reveal that pyridinelike nitrogen in carbon nanotubes significantly enhances the binding
energy of Ni interacting with carbon nanotubes. © 2007 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2428411�

Carbon nanotubes �CNTs� interacting with transition
metal atoms are of tremendous interest from both fundamen-
tal and applied perspectives.1–9 Applications reported include
hydrogen storage media, sensor materials, nanomagnets,
catalysts, and nanoelectronic devices. Kong et al.2 have
shown that excellent molecular hydrogen sensors can be re-
alized by decorating single-walled CNTs with Pd nanopar-
ticles. Kim et al.4 have reported that Ni nanoparticles on
multiwalled CNTs significantly enhance hydrogen storage
capacity. It has also been demonstrated that transition metal
nanoparticles on CNTs exhibit superior catalyst activities for
various types of chemical reactions.10–13 In order to establish
uniformly dispersed metal nanoparticles on CNT sidewalls,
the CNTs need to be functionalized, since they are chemi-
cally highly inert. Oxidative damage by strong acids can ac-
tivate intrinsic defects, which generates oxygenated func-
tional groups.14–16 Covalent functionalization methodologies
using a highly reactive intermediate to attack CNTs have also
been developed.16–19 Unfortunately, many of the thermal, op-
tical, electrical, and mechanical properties of CNTs are de-
pendent on � conjugation. Therefore, functionalization can
result in the deterioration of these qualities. Moreover, func-
tionalization procedures often require harsh solvents with ex-
tended reaction time to activate the sidewalls of CNTs, which
is not desirable from an economical viewpoint.

Generally, the doping of other elements is a practical
method of tailoring the electronic properties of materials.
Similarly, the substitution of nitrogen for carbon in the gra-
phitic layer of CNTs results in a change in the electronic
structure and thus alters the chemical reactivity.20–22 Nitro-
gen doped CNTs contain nitrogen atoms as localized defects
that make the sidewalls of CNTs chemically active. There-
fore, it is expected that metal-CNT hybrid materials could be
fabricated through nitrogen mediation without any function-
alization processes. In this letter, we report a simple method
to fabricate uniformly dispersed Ni nanoparticles on nitrogen
doped multiwalled carbon nanotubes �CNxMWNTs� without

any functionalization processes or capping agents. Further-
more, the nitrogen-mediated mechanism for the enhanced at-
tachment of Ni nanoparticles is investigated through density
functional theory �DFT� calculations.

In order to obtain CNxMWNTs, a cobalt thin film on a
SiO2/Si substrate was deposited via rf sputtering as catalysts
prior to the CNxMWNTs growth step. CNxMWNTs were
then prepared by the catalytic decomposition of CH4 and N2
source gases via microwave plasma enhanced chemical va-
por deposition. The nitrogen content in as-produced
CNxMWNTs analyzed by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
�3 at. %. Ni-CNxMWNT hybrid materials were synthesized
by reducing Ni precursor salt dissolved in ethylene glycol
�EG� in the presence of NaOH as a reducing agent. 1 mL of
10 mM Ni �CH3COO�2 ·4H2O EG solution and 8 mg of
NaOH were mixed with 50 ml of EG in a vial. 5 mg of
as-produced CNxMWNTs was uniformly dispersed in the
mixed solution by sonication. The vial was placed in the
center of a household microwave oven and heated for 90 s.
The black products were separated by centrifugation, washed
with acetone, and dried. The obtained Ni-CNxMWNTs were
heat treated under the hydrogen atmosphere at 300 C in order
to remove residual EG solution and reduce Ni oxide.

Figure 1 displays transmission electron microscopy
�TEM� images of Ni-CNxMWNT hybrid nanostructures. Fig-
ure 1�a� shows the TEM bright field image of typical Ni
nanoparticles on CNxMWNTs with a tube diameter ranging
from 10 to 30 nm. Ni nanoparticles are uniformly dispersed
on the sidewalls of the CNxMWNTs, as clearly seen in the
TEM dark field image �Fig. 1�b��. The high-resolution TEM
�HRTEM� image in Fig. 1�c� reveals that the CNxMWNTs
exhibit a bamboolike structure, the characteristic feature of
nitrogen-containing CNTs. HRTEM images of this type were
used to obtain the particle size distribution. The histogram of
the diameters of Ni nanoparticles shows that they have a
narrow size distribution ranging from 2 to 6 nm with a mean
particle size of 3.5 nm as depicted in Fig. 1�e�. Clear lattice
fringes of the Ni nanoparticle firmly attached on the sidewall
of the CNxMWNTs are observed from the HRTEM image in
Fig. 1�d�. The EDX �Energy Dispersive X-ray� analysis
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�Fig. 1�f�� confirms that the nanoparticle is a nickel cluster,
not nickel oxide. It is noteworthy that uniformly dispersed
metal nanoparticles with a narrow size distribution on CNTs
can be established by a single chemical route through nitro-
gen mediation without functionalization processes or cap-
ping reagents. Control of the distribution and clustering of
the metal nanoparticles arises from the binding energy of the
metal with CNTs, considering that weak binding allows for
fast surface diffusion. Therefore, the origin of the enhanced
chemical reactivity can be understood in terms of the Ni
binding energy with nitrogen doped CNTs.

The bonding configuration of nitrogen within CNTs has
been investigated through experimental and theoretical ap-
proaches, leading to the identification of primarily two types
of nitrogen configurations: pyridinelike where the nitrogen
atom is bonded with two carbon atoms and graphitelike
where the nitrogen atom replaces a graphitic carbon
atom.23–26 Compound structures, vacancy-nitrogen com-
plexes containing pyridinelike nitrogen atoms neighboring a
carbon vacancy, have also been examined.25,26 Utilizing
nitrogen-containing tube models, we also theoretically inves-
tigated the origin of the enhanced chemical reactivity ob-
tained by the nitrogen mediation. Figure 2 displays the con-
sidered tube models containing �a� no nitrogen, �b�
graphitelike nitrogen, �c� pyridinelike nitrogen, and �d� a
vacancy-nitrogen complex in 11-layered �5,5� armchair
tubes. All of the present calculations were performed using
density functional theory �DFT�, employing the B3LYP
�Ref. 27� method. The basis set used in the calculation was
6-31G for carbon and hydrogen. 6–311+ +G** was used for
nickel to describe the atomic orbitals of the Ni atom more
accurately. The Ni binding energy is obtained from the ex-
pression Eb=E�Ni+tube�−E�tube�−E�Ni�, where E�Ni
+tube� is the total energy of the Ni adsorbed on the doped or
undoped tube, E�tube� is the total energy of the doped or
undoped tube, and E�Ni� is the total energy of the isolated
Ni atom.

For comparison, the Ni binding energy on the sidewall
of the undoped tube was initially calculated as a reference,
reflecting that most energetic binding of the Ni atom occurs
at the bridge site �over a C–C bond tilted to tube axis�, as
determined by the authors in a previous investigation.28 The
Ni binding energy calculated for the undoped tube is
−0.47 eV �Fig. 3�a��. The Ni binding for the nitrogen-
containing tubes was then assessed. First, for the tube con-
taining graphitelike nitrogen, optimized structures and corre-
sponding binding energies are shown in Fig. 3�b�–3�d�.
Contrary to expectations, the Ni atom directly bound to the
graphitelike nitrogen �Fig. 3�b�� shows weaker binding en-
ergy �−0.34 eV� than the undoped tube. Interestingly, the
graphitelike nitrogen enhances the Ni binding energy by
means of chemically activating surrounding carbon atoms in
the tube, showing that the Ni atom binds more favorably to
the C–C bond neighboring nitrogen atom, as depicted in
Figs. 3�c� and 3�d�, with Ni binding energies of −0.68 and

FIG. 1. �a� TEM bright field image of Ni nanoparticles on the sidewalls of CNxMWNTs, �b� TEM dark field image of Ni nanoparticles on the sidewalls of
CNxMWNTs, �c� HRTEM image of Ni nanoparticles on the sidewalls of CNxMWNTs, �d� HRTEM image of a single Ni nanoparticle on the sidewall of a
CNxMWNT, �e� a size histogram of Ni nanoparticles, and �f� EDX spectrum of the Ni nanoparticle shown in �d�. The Cu peak arises from the TEM grid.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Considered tube structures containing �a� no nitrogen,
�b� graphitelike nitrogen, �c� pyridinelike nitrogen where two nitrogen atoms
neighbor each other, and �d� a vacancy-nitrogen complex consisting of three
pyridinelike nitrogen atoms neighboring a carbon vacancy.
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−0.66 eV, respectively. Compared to the graphitelike nitro-
gen, the pyridinelike nitrogen significantly strengthens Ni
adsorption. Figures 3�e� and 3�f� show the optimized struc-
tures of the Ni atom bound to the pyridinelike nitrogen at-
oms, revealing binding energies of −1.62 and −4.59 eV, re-
spectively. This indicates that the binding energy of metals
can be significantly increased by the introduction of nitrogen,
the so-called nitrogen-mediated mechanism. It is also ob-
served that, contrary to the graphitelike nitrogen, pyridine-
like nitrogen can directly contribute to the enhancement of
the Ni binding energy, reflecting that the Ni atom strongly
binds to the pyridinelike nitrogen atoms. This different be-
havior is attributed to the molecular orbital associated with
different configurations of nitrogen in sp2 carbon networks:
the graphitelike nitrogen uses three valence electrons for
sigma bonds, one for the � bond, and the remaining one to
generate a �* state that can activate neighboring carbon at-
oms. In contrast, the pyridinelike nitrogen uses two valence
electrons for sigma bonds, one for the � bond, and the re-
maining two to form a filled p-like nonbonding state. This
p-like nonbonding of the pyridine-like nitrogen results in the
strong hybridization with the d orbital of the Ni atom, as
visualized in the molecular orbital diagrams �Fig. S3�.

In summary, we have shown that Ni–carbon-nanotube
hybrid materials can be established by a single chemical
route through nitrogen mediation without functionalization
processes or capping reagents. Ni nanoparticles were uni-
formly dispersed and had a narrow size distribution ranging
from 2 to 6 nm with a mean particle size of 3.5 nm. The
origin of the enhanced chemical reactivity, the so-called
nitrogen-mediated mechanism, has been explained in terms
of the Ni binding energy with nitrogen doped CNTs through
DFT calculations. Graphitelike nitrogen contributes to en-
hanced Ni binding energy by means of activating neighbor-

ing carbon atoms, whereas pyridinelike nitrogen strongly
binds to the Ni atom. The pyridine-like nitrogen atoms
neighboring a carbon vacancy showed strongest interaction
with the Ni atom, relative to that for the undoped tube.
Clearly, it is possible to control the clustering of metals by
increasing the binding energy of metals via the introduction
of nitrogen, an important issue in fabricating transition
metal–carbon nanotube hybrid materials. Meanwhile, further
study to elucidate the effect of nitrogen atoms on hydrogen
storage capacity of Ni-CNxMWNTs would be interesting,
considering that Ni nanoparticles on MWNTs enhance the
hydrogen storage capacity.4
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Optimized structures of Ni bound to tubes containing
�a� no nitrogen, ��b�–�d�� graphitelike nitrogen, �e� pyridinelike nitrogen,
and �f� a vacancy-nitrogen complex. The calculated Ni binding energies are
�a� −0.47 eV, �b� −0.34 eV, �c� −0.68 eV, �d� −0.66 eV, �e� −1.62 eV, and
�f� −4.59 eV. The graphitelike nitrogen contributes to the enhancement of
the Ni binding energy by activating surrounding carbon atoms whereas py-
ridinelike nitrogen strongly binds to the Ni atom as shown in �e� and �f�.
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